Through a lecture accompanied by photographs and textile displays, Pavithra Muddaya will discuss her research on the lost Molkalmuru Saree Weaving Tradition. Program designer Harriet Vidyasagar will touch on the historical development of the art, its design revival, and personal impact on local livelihoods.

At 1117 UCC
4:00-5:00  Lecture by Presenters
5:00-5:30  Carthans Usha R. Balakrishnan and Kuldeep Singh perform vocal-dance duet in honor of the late Chimy Nanjappa (Muddaya’s mother).
5:30-6:30  Reception hosted by SASP and CARTHA

At 2780 UCC
6:30-8:30  Community Event “Sharing Memories with Sarees” with demonstration of draping by Prem Nanjappa.

These events are sponsored by the South Asian Studies Program in International Programs and CARTHA.